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President’s Column

- Kerry Deane-Cloutier

Many of you participated in our survey earlier this year. The executive
have now digested the responses and you can expect to see the results of
that process over the coming year. As I mentioned before, there is an extremely wide range of views, so satisfying everybody will be impossible. If
you did not participate and do not like any new direction we go in, then,
remember next time to fill out the survey! A few patterns can be seen from
the responses:
•

Regarding the style of meetings, most people like the one-speaker
format. However, a significant number like it to alternate from onespeaker to two-speaker.

•

Regarding social events, most people like both the Christmas potluck and the summer BBQ. However, a significant number do not.

6

•

In the library, DVD’s are the clear winner, with books being the second choice. Magazines are a distant third.

Turning 101

6

•

President’s Challenge - Apparel

7

Instant Gallery

8

Regarding Turning 101, we seem to be doing things about right.
However, some interest in a “Beyond 101” or Turning 201 has been
voiced.

Instant Gallery
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•

Instant Gallery
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On the website, people do not seem to have much of an opinion,
and some never look at it.

Announcements
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Classifieds
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Peter McLaren

Bruce Campbell
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NEXT MEETING

Wednesday, May 25, 2011 - 6:30 pm
Sapperton Pensioners’ Hall
318 Keary St., New Westminster
Main Event:

Marco Berera will be demonstrating
how to turn a canteen or water bottle.

As a result of this last point, I decided to feature some aspect of our
website in each of my president’s columns over the next few months. This
month I want to direct your attention to the library, and in particular, the
demonstrator notes and hand outs posted there. The library can be reached
from the “Resources” link on the home page. The link for this subpage is
http://www.gvwg.ca/library.html.
This page contains valuable material from our members as well as hand
outs from recent guests like Marilyn Campbell on epoxy, Mark Sfirri on
multi-axis turning and Denise DeRose on handbags.
I encourage you to check out our website as it is full of good stuff!
I look forward to seeing you at the meeting.

Tech Talk Table:
Bruce Campbell will host a forum for your
technical questions.
Critique Table:
Kerry Deane-Cloutier will moderate a critique of your pieces.
Focus On Fundamentals:
Merv Graham will present “Simple hollowing”.

May Food Suppliers:
Gordon Mortimer, Lorne Nelson, John
Nelson, Bill Olsen, Gregg Parsons, Beverley
Pears
June Food Suppliers:
Ross Pilgrim, Ed Pretty, Art Rock. Lance
Rossington, Anne Rostvig
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May and June Demos
Ed Pretty
May
This month Marco Berera will be demonstrating at
the May meeting on how to turn a canteen or water
bottle. This is a good demonstration of hollowing and
turning on multiple centers.
June
In the member survey conducted earlier in the season, one of the questions asked was what members
would like to see demonstrated. Several requests were
for information on important basic information but
were also topics that would not fill the time allotted
for demonstrations during the meeting. We have taken
those requests and bundled them into a “Mini Symposium”. The details have not been completely ironed
out at this point but there will be four presenters with
more than one rotation so it will be possible to see
more than one demonstration (the number of rotations
is the detail to be ironed out). There will be no FOF,
Tech Talk or Design discussion because the topics will
fall into the realm of any or all of the above. The topics
will be sharpening, tools that can be made at home,
useful gadgets, piercing and accessories and spindle
copying (the real way).

Denise De Rose Demo
Beverley Pears

Saturday, April 9 was a wonderful day because I
was attending the Denise De Rose demo. Here’s
something a lot of you didn’t seem to know. The
demo was FREE! For those of you who did not attend--------- Big Mistake! Let me guess. You thought
a purse was not your cup of tea. Dennis Houle attended and now he has a couple of unique, eyecatching, and to-die-for Mother’s Day gifts. Not to
mention the techniques, secrets, and mystique of
“howdshedothat?”. Denise spilled the beans on
it all. However, it’s not a total lost. You can go
to http://www.gvwg.ca/library.html for the detailed
work sheets Denise so generously provided.

Summer BBQ
Heads up for summer. Results of the member survey
regarding a BBQ and/or Pot Luck supper were somewhat inconclusive but it was evident that there was
interest in having both – or not. Past experience is that
attendance wanes if these are held every year so it was
decided to try alternating years with a BBQ one year
and a Pot Luck dinner the next year. It has been two
years since the last guild BBQ so that makes this the
year of the BBQ.
The last BBQ was at Ed and Arlene Pretty’s place in
Langley and the general feeling was that was a suitable
enough location to have it there again. With a bit of
arm twisting I agreed. The date is undetermined at this
point but with June a bit early and a wedding in the
Pretty family in August it is likely that some time in July
will be suitable. Date TBA.
Be prepared to bring meat, veggies or salad, cutlery
and plates, and the beverage of your choice. We have
a fairly large BBQ so it accommodates everyone – just
not all at the same time. I’m out on a limb here but I
think the guild supplied buns and such last time; more
on the exact details later. We have lots of chairs but
it wouldn’t be a bad idea to bring some just in case.
We have Bocce and Coquet but if you have a favourite
lawn game bring it along.

Guild Happenings in
Maple Ridge
Claudia Hayward

On Saturday, June 4 the gang of woodturners who
live in Maple Ridge are planning a demonstration at
the Maple Ridge Farmer’s Market. We’re planning on
showing visitors to the market just how rewarding and
how much fun we have with our woodturning. The
market runs from 10 am to 2 pm in downtown Haney
and if any members are in the neighbourhood, drop
by and say hi!
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Focus on Fundementals - Natural Edge Form
with Rich Schmid

Aesthetics of a Bowl Form
•
•
•
•
•
•

½ circle inside is an appealing profile
no flat spots on outside – flowing curves gentler on the eye
growth rings look better concentric – art vs. functionality
proportions – height 1/3 of width (golden ratio)
foot 1/3 the diameter (golden ratio again) looks better if it stands
off the tabletop
retain some of the edge points of interest (i.e. irregularities)
Variations
• show piece – smaller
• functional piece – a little wider
• thin vs. medium vs. heavy wall (heavy better for burl) –
depends upon customer
• foot vs. coved bottom

Procedures
1. select log – preferred cut in winter otherwise tend to lose the bark due to sap rising
2. cut log avoiding the middle rings which contain pith
3. mark centre of ½ log using the rings at both ends, to get the rings of the bowl concentric
4. place cardboard circle with nail on the round part of the 1/2 log
5. cut out circle on band saw
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.
13.

14.

15.
16.

TIP
can adjust the bandsaw table and so bevel the lower edge to save turning
drill a hole on round side of ½ log about ½” in the log the diameter of your spur chuck
The spur chuck (e.g. Oneway) is used to enable you to adjust the piece if needed to balance the sides
TIP
be sure the tip is embedded in wood and not bark, a flat spot on the outer side allows easy
adjustment with the tailstock centre
place ½ log on the lathe
centre long sides using the tool rest (adjust by half the variation)
centre short sides using the tool rest (adjust by half the variation)
start to shape outside with a bowl gouge remembering – A(nchor – B(evel) – C(ut)
slow speed to start, cutting edge near dead centre
i. 90 degrees to outside of the bowl to prevent the gouge from slipping off the end
ii. flute towards you
iii. handle down
iv. bottom to top (rim) on outside and top to bottom on the inside using push cuts
v. handle lightly – don’t squeeze handle or push into wood
vi. work on form
TIP
use the rear profile to assess the outside form
leave the bottom flat as long as possible, in case adjustments are needed
make a secondary foot, allowing enough so can get indentations out of the primary foot
Safety TIP make sure the foot is perpendicular so it grips properly and tighten each jaw
check for balance of sides
i. if out of balance put the short side at the top and loosen the tail stock and adjust piece ½ of the
difference
ii. do the same for other side
complete outside and foot - good time to practice final cut with water or oil
i. sharpness of foot – skew or detail gouge may be needed to form it
ii. larger size of foot - use as part of final bowl
iii. smaller size of foot - to be cut off
mount bowl in chuck and work on the inside
gouge orientation – flute away from you
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17. work towards a ½ circle on the inside
18. adjust outside to match inside
Seasoning Hints
1. avoid the pith
2. equal thickness
3. rounded corners removes some of the bulk
4. slightly thinner at bottom allows for warping
5. keep cool and maintain air circulation
6. use log sealer or paint to minimize end grain cracking
7. store face down, so water will run down the end grain and keep it moist to prevent cracking
Miscellaneous
1. Minwax wood hardener (Rona) is good for punky spots
2. Timbermate wood filler (KMS Tools) disguises holes etc as natural defects

Turning Site of the Month
Peter McLaren

It is now May, tax filings are behind us, the spring
rain has not stopped, but I do have a tax refund cheque
in hand. What to do? Well, how about Retail Therapy?
Last month I had the pleasure of visiting Art Liestman’s new custom built studio and the opportunity
to see several new acquisitions, some of which I have
seen and already own, and many others that were new
to me. Where do these many improvements come
from? One interesting source is http://www.woodcraft.
com/
Woodcraft is both, a bricks and mortar retail organization, and an online store that markets a broad variety
of toys and ‘must have’ stuff, for the turner of any level
of interest.
I know, it’s the old story. Yes, they have interesting
things and the US prices are attractive, but when you
go through the online checkout screens and you get all
the way to the end - only to be told, “Only ships in the
continental USA”. No problem. Order what you want
and have it shipped to your address in Blaine, Washington. What address, and what does that cost and
how inconvenient is that? Not at all! You go to our
Resources page on the GVWG web site: www.gvwg.
ca and under ‘References’ you will see a heading for
“importing and business stuff”. Click on Receiving US
Goods at Your Address in Blaine, go to their site and
call the number at the top of the screen. It takes 2
minutes to set up an account during which you are
assigned a unique box # to use for your US shipping
address. After that you place you order for whatever
you wish to purchase in the US and have it shipped.
Just like a kid at Christmas, you can track Santa
Claus, I mean, your delivery, as it makes its way across
the country. As soon as it hits Blaine, you receive an

email notification that your
package is ready for pickup.
The cost is a $13 annual fee
and $2.90 for a large parcel,
$2.50 for a small, or $20 if
they need to use their forklift to load a pallet of stuff
(a bandsaw) into your truck.
Cash only in US or Cdn currency, receipts are given for
every transaction. You are encouraged to open your
parcel on site to confirm you received everything as
it was ordered, or you can take photos right there of
anything that may have been damaged in transit. They
have electrical outlets available to check that things are
in running order (not my bandsaw) and you leave all
excess packaging and cardboard with them to recycle.
My experience at the border was simple; Customs
appear to be interested only in the larger ticket items.
Take your invoices into the office and they tell you the
amount of HST to pay. It is that simple. Oh, you can
also save a lot of money by mailing things from Blaine
– about 1/3 the Canada Post rate and one quarter of the
time for delivery to Europe.
So what are some of the goodies I purchased? You
will have to wait until the June meeting when the
GVWG will bring the shop crawl to Sapperton Hall.
At that time, I will be showing off a few new tools
from Lee Valley and the Shop Essentials I purchased
at Woodcraft. Ed, Merv, and Bruce will be doing concurrent sessions on other aspects of turning. See you
there.
Any special experiences or wow sites that have inspired you? I am still looking for hidden gems to share.
Mclaren47@shaw.ca
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Tech Talk

Bruce Campbell
Several people brought things to talk about at Tech
Talk this time.

that the handle is quite long all by itself and is quite
expensive.

David started by explaining his experience with his
Quickgrind – a locally created innovation on Oneway’s
Varigrind. The Quickgrind offers all the features of the
Varigrind plus a quick release and quick adjusting feature (see www.artisansworkbench.com/Product%20
info/QuickGrind/QuickGrind.htm). David explained
that there are three adjustments on the fingernail jig;
the distance the gouge extends past the body of the jig,
the angle of the swing arm on the jig and the distance
that the grinding arm (Wolverine grinding jig) extends
away from the grinding wheel. Have a look at our Feb
2010 newsletter where there is a detailed discussion
about sharpening and use of the Varigrind Jig.

Next was an example of the tube aluminum handles
made by a number of vendors. These usually use a set
screw (or two) to hold the tool and have a different diameter hole in either end of the handle so various size
tools can be held. Most also offer collets that allow
even smaller tools to be mounted in them. And finally,
most makers offer these in various lengths. These are
excellent products and do offer a lot of flexibility but
personally I miss the feel of wood while I am using
them and they get very cold during winter in my unheated shop.

Dennis brought in a dried birch blank that had
warped significantly. It was cut as a bark-edge blank
but about 20% of the rim was interrupted by a saw cut.
His question was what to do with it. My first comment
was that the warping was so bad that it would result in
a very thin-walled bowl so he might boil the blank for
about 2 hours and it would return to round. Then he
could turn it wet and allow it to re-warp to a finished
shape. The downside would be that it would likely
soften the bark to the point it may fall off. Another
member suggested turning as it was and then carving
the flat spot to support serving utensils. Still another
suggestion was to remove the bark and then carve the
flat area to simulate a natural edge. Dennis thanked us
and went off to think about his choices.

Finally, I showed off a handle made from a simple
piece of white plastic pipe (1 ¼” diameter) and two
wooden plugs. I made these as light-weight handles
for when I travel but seem to be using them more and
more for every day turning. I cut the pipe 12” long
(but they certainly could be longer or shorter) and then
turned wooden (maple) plugs for each end that extended about 2” into the pipe with a short (1/4”) shoulder.
I drilled one for my 3/8” gouges and another for my
½” sizes. Then, I pressed the plugs into either end and
drilled two 7.5mm holes right through the plastic and
the wood. Finally, I threaded in 8mm set screws and
forced them to self-tap into the plastic and wood. The
whole thing cost a few dollars and took less than 30
minutes. Below are some simple plans that may make
the explanation more clear.

I brought in four different handles, and lead a discussion about handle choices. First handles should match
the size of your lathe with shorter handles for smaller
swings (10-14”) and longer handles as the swing increases. Also, the tool size should match the work
with delicate cuts being done with smaller tools and
heavy ones done with larger tools.
I brought in a standard fixed tool in a wooden handle
with a brass ferrule. These have the advantage that we
can turn our own, they hold the tool very firmly and
they are warm to the touch. The disadvantage is that
they are not easily adjustable so you may need several
tools to use in different situations.
Next was a collet-type handle that locked the tool
into the handle with a ¼ turn cam-lock mechanism.
This offers the advantage of being able to extend or
shorten the tool for a given situation, and the tool can
be quickly removed for sharpening. The downside is

Thanks to all that participated in Tech Talk this month
and, please bring your technical questions or discoveries to the next Tech Talk at the May meeting.
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Turning 101 - The Skew Chisel and The Candlestick
Lance Rossington

On April 30, Dan, Ted, Cathy, Beverley, Dennis, and
Art came to challenge the myths of the skew. With
Lorne Nelson, Gerry Vickers (our 101 coordinator),
and myself the morning began with some skew background about shapes, sizes, grinders, grinding angles,
hollow grinds, and hones. Next, we saw the first of
many cuts the skew could perform with the peeling
cut as we roughed down a cylinder for our candlestick. Caliper skills, tapering skew cuts, drilling and
setting the brass holder and, voila, our candlestick was
complete.

Next, we took on the beading cuts with a practice
piece and some of Alan Lacer’s tips on using the skew
for beads. Yes, a spindle gouge will roll beads but
where is the fun in that when the skew is handy. As the
day concluded—where did the time go?—we roughed
out and were beading our porridge spurtle.
Hope to see some candlesticks and spurtles at our
May meeting. Thanks again to Lorne and Gerry for
their help.

Turning 101

Beverley Pears - Platter - 9.5 x 1.5 in - Maple - Wax

Cathy Friesen - Platter - Maple - Tung Oil

Dan Moleschi - Thin Walled Bowl - 5.5 x
1.5 in - Figured Maple - Bartley Gel Varnish

Dan Moleschi - Thin Walled Platter - 8.75 x 2 in Maple - Watco Oil
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President’s Challenge - Apparel

Beverley Pears - Apparel Mini Dresses
1/8 x 2 x 2 in - Maple - Paint and Lacquer

Tom Byrom - Scarf Pin - Teak - Tung Oil

Marco Berera - Pendant
3 x .25 in - Oak
Lacquer and Ink

Dennis Houle - Clamshell
Purse - 9 x 5 in
Cherry and Cocobola
Wipe On Poly

Merv Graham - Necklaces
Maple and Brazilian Cherry - Spray
Dennis Houle - Treasure
Chest Purse - 4 x 6 in
Oak and Walnut
Wipe On Poly

Colin Delory - Bracelet - 3 x .5 in
Maple and Mahogany - Lacquer

John Spitters - Bracelets - Maple, Walnut
and Chestnut - Wipe On Poly

Beverley Pears - Bracelet, Necklace and
Ear Rings - Maple - Paint and Lacquer
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Instant Gallery

Tom Byrom - Open End Bowl - Tung Oil

Rich Schmid -Platter -23 x 3 in
Maple -Min Wax

Keith Hudson
Wedding Goblet
2.5 x 8 in - Vine
Maple - Natural

John Spitters - Platter - 18.25 x 2.5
Maple - Oil and Poly Mix
Merv Graham - Vase - Juniper Tung Oil and Spray Poly

Keith Hudson - Funnel and
Stand - 6 x 4 in
Spalted Horse Chestnut,
Brass - Oil

David Mitchell - Pulls - .75 x .75 in
Walnut - Linseed Oil

Dennis Houle - Bowl - 9.5 x 2 in - Juniper
Wipe On Poly

Rich Schmid -Platter -17 x 2 in -Walnut
Min Wax -Copper Inlay

Merv Graham - Bowl - Willow Burl
Tung Oil
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Instant Gallery

Jim Johnson - Hollow Form
6 x 6 in - Cherry
Acrylic Paint and Wax
Keith Hudson - Vase - 2.5 x 3 in
Eucalyptus Burl - Mineral Oil
Ed Pretty -Hollow Form
8.5 x 21 in -Big Leaf Maple
Dyed with Wipe On Poly

Dennis Houle - Nat. Edge Bowl - 8 x 3 in
Robinia Burl - Wipe On Poly

Keith Hudson - Floating Funnel with
Stand - 8.5 x 7.5 in
Spalted Horse Chestnut
Lacquer and Oil
Keith Hudson
Box with Finial - 4 x 6 in
Denim Pine, Aluminium
Mineral Oil

Ed Pretty -Lidded Box -16 x2 in
Big Leaf Maple -Tung Oil
Poly -Crackle Finish

Dan Moleschi - Bowl
7.5 x 3.5 in - Box Elder
Briwax Friction Polish

Beverley Pears - Apple Box
2.5 x 3.75 in - Cherry - India
Ink, Aniline and Lacquer
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Instant Gallery

Bruce Hodgson - Nat. Edge Bowl 7 x 5 in - Apple - Tung Oil

Dennis Houle - Nat. Edge Bowl
3 x 9 x 7 in - Sycamore Maple
Wipe On Poly

Allan Cusworth - Wedding Goblets
2.75 x 6.5 in Maple
Salad Bowl Bees Wax

Bruce Hodgson - Nat. Edge Bowl
14 x 7 in - Red Alder - Tung Oil
Bruce Campbell - Shi Shi’s Ball
4 x 4 in - Maple -Wax

Beverley Pears - Soapstone Jewelry
Box - 5 x 2 in - Maple
India Ink and Lacquer

Bruce Hodgson - Nat. Edge 3 Footed Bowl
7 x 5 in - Plum with Dogwood Base
Tung Oil

Bruce Campbell Stylish Box - 1.75 x 7 in
Dogwood -Wax

Chris Stiles - Bowl - Cherry
Claphams Salad Bowl Finish

Bruce Hodgson - Nat. Edge
3 Footed Vase - 7 x 7 in
Gray Oak - Tung Oil
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Announcements
The Library is having a Sale:
All magazines in the library will be sold for 50
cents each. The proceeds will be used to acquire
new items for the library.

Classifieds
Over 100 copies of Fine Woodworking and Fine
Home Building magazines looking for a new home.
Contact Ted Lightfoot 604-856-6138. If no contact
call Ed Pretty 605-888-5967.
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GVWG Officers,
Appointees & Volunteers
President
Kerry Deane-Cloutier

604.468.0605

Vice President
Ed Pretty

604.888.5967

Secretary
Claudia Hayward

604.462.7597

Treasurer
Fred Baldwin

604.812.4972

Members At Large
Jim Johnson
Peter McLaren
Michelle Gendron
Tom Byrom
Bill Fowle
Kees Hof
Joel Elder

604.937.3275
604.533.1939
604.789.1873
604.929.1766
604.466.2150
604.420.7795
604.460.0992

Library Acquisitions Advisor
Don Hoskins

604.939.6808

Educational Coordinators
Steve Kent
Peter McLaren
Merv Graham

604.937.0145
604.533.1939
604.272.3525

Librarian
Gerry Vickers

604.463.0760

Food Chief
Lance Rossington

604.462.9985

FOF Coordinator
Murray Mackinnon

604.986.5476

Turning 101
Gerry Vickers

604.463.0760

Newsletter
Beverley Pears (Editor)
Michelle Gendron (Publisher)

604.514.3828
604.789.1873

Digital Photography
Georgette McLaren
Bill Fowle

604.533.1939
604.466.2150

Webmaster
Steve Hansen

604.585.0638

